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Dear Parents/Carers,

I hope that you are all well and staying safe.  

I have been really impressed this week with how many children have been using our virtual school.  The number of 
children accessing google classroom and completing the tasks set by their class teacher has steadily increased as the 
week has gone on.  Each day there will be reading, writing and maths work, along with two other lessons from the 
other subjects. Children should try their best to complete all five.  However, I am aware that for many families, 
children may need to share devices - do as many lessons as you can.  Some of these lessons are practical and creative.  
There is also a daily dose of mental health first aid - it is really important that we all look after our mental well-being.  
At the same time ensure that you all keep physically fit and healthy by doing your daily exercise and make the most of 
this family time.

We are a step closer to providing the government voucher scheme for our free school meal (FSM) pupils.  I hope to 
have more information for you at the start of next week.  

Stay safe.

Miss S Johnson
Head of School

SAFEGUARDING AT MANSFIELD
Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility

DOMESTIC ABUSE

In the news yesterday it stated that, ‘West Midlands Police have made 400 arrests for domestic abuse in the past 
fortnight - approximately 30 per day.’  Help is available should you need it:

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/domestic-abuse-how-to-get-help

https://mansfieldgreenacademy.e-act.org.uk/useful-information/worried-about-relationships-at-home/

 

UNCRC Articles 
The Rights Reps would like to share this 
week's Rainbow Rights, from the UNCRC, with 
you.

ARTICLE 25 (review of treatment in care) If a 
child has been placed away from home for the 
purpose of care or protection (for example, 
with a foster family or in hospital), they have 
the right to a regular review of their treatment, 
the way they are cared for and their wider 
circumstances.

Meet our virtual learning stars

RC - Aydeen          Y3H - Samuel         Y6L - Zahra
RB - Amaya           Y3F - Sadiyah         Bug Club -  Sinthea - RB
Y1R - Solin            Y4E - Hanifah         Bug Club - Samira - Y5T
Y1H -   Tahsin       Y4O - Asad             TTRS - Nabila - Y2M
Y2M - Rayyan       Y5P - Alishba         TTRS - Zuhaib - Y4O
Y2S - Mariam       Y5T - Sahra            My Maths - Nabid - Y2S
                               Y6C - Nazim       My Maths - M. Sufiyan - Y3F 
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